Matrix-transformation techniques are developed to describe the numerous higher-order orientation relationships possible between hematite and magnetite when multiple twinning of both phases is allowed. Structural models for the various interfaces are described. The matrices are used to predict the peak positions expected for the 400M pole figure of magnetite on hematite. Comparison with the experimental pole figure [Becker, Heizmann & Baro (1977) . d. Appl. Cryst. 10, 77-78] showed that it was also necessary to allow for oriented recrystallization of hematite. This involves a new distinct type of orientation relationship which is labelled transformation twinning.
Introduction
The 400M pole figure of a single crystal of hematite showed four distinct orientation relationships after partial reduction to magnetite (Becker, Heizmann & Baro, 1977) . These were interpreted assuming four topotaxic relations with (1 ll)M II (00.1)n and (110)M II (10.0)H,
where l = 1, 2, 3, 5 for orientations labelled A, B, C and D respectively. However, a lattice imaging and electron diffraction study showed that only orientations A and B occurred as primary relationships. A complex texture was observed containing fine lathes of magnetite which were invariably twinned (Bursill & Withers, 1979a;  referred to as BW in the following text). Thus, it was possible to identify orientation D as a secondary relation owing to twinning of the magnetite following orientation A. Multiple twinning presumably reduces the relatively large coherency strains of -4 and + 5.5~o dilation required for topotaxy according to A and B respectively. Our suggestion that C and D are secondary or higher-order relations due to twinning is supported by Becker, Heizrnann & Baro's (1977) observation that C and D appear only after prior establishment of A and B.
In this paper, we derive a transformation-matrix technique which allows all possible higher-order relations, including twinning of both magnetite and hematite, to be described and the 400M pole figure to be calculated. This greatly aids the identification of the observed orientation relations and, in particular, we can 0021-8898/80/040346-08501.00 now offer a structural interpretation of C. This involves a new type of relationship which we call transformation twinning.
Hematite/magnetite transformation matrices (a) Orientation A
Comprehensive descriptions of the hematite and magnetite structures are given by Megaw (1973) . We use the rhombohedrally centred hexagonal cell for hematite (all = 5.038, cH = 13-772 A, space group R3c) and a facecentred cubic cell for magnetite (aM = 8.3963 A, space group Fd3m). Orientation A implies topotaxy across a common, approximately close-packed, oxygen plane. The possible interfaces were analysed by BW. The lowest-energy interface is reproduced in Fig. 1 . Note that the oxygen stacking sequence gives edge sharing ofoctahedra across the interface ~. In fact, the c.p. layer of magnetite is contracted by 4Yo relative to that of hematite (see Fig. 5b in BW).
The axial system chosen for the derivation of transformation matrices is given in 
Lc J
where M A is a 3 x 3 matrix: 
The interface is not (1 l20)n 11 (lll)M as implied by topotaxy (BW, Fig. 6b ). It is complex and incoherent and the interface structure is not yet known. rotations about [00.1]n; these have (ll0)M parallel to (1010)~ and (0110)n respectively. Note that in order to obtain the observed sixfold symmetry of the pole figure for the B orientation, either all six interfaces must be equally activated (per unit volume) or if three are activated (120 ° apart)the remaining three are obtained by secondary twinning of the magnetite parallel to (lll)M. The sequence of interfaces H/B/B'/H may be seen in BW, Fig. 1 C. 
Magnetite-twinning transformation matrices
The twinning elements for magnetite are the same as for f.c.c, metals, i.e. KI =(lll)M, r/~ =[l12]M, K2=(ll-i)M and 172 = [112]M (see Kelly & Groves, 1970) . This is an example of the spinel twin law. The oxygen stacking parallel to (111)M may be represented by and the twin composition plane must be an oxygen plane, otherwise close packing is destroyed, producing trigonal-prismatic coordination at the interface. Since there are only two types of polyhedral layers in magnetite parallel to (111)M, we need consider only 0~ and fl as possible interfaces (y is identical to 0~ using a translation operation of the space group). Now, for the layer, there exist no mirror or glide operations which do not introduce face sharing of octahedra across the twin interface. However, for the fl layer we find glide by an oxygen-oxygen vector along any one of the six equivalent directions gives only edge and corner sharing of octahedra and tetrahedra across the interface. This will clearly have lower electrostatic energy and should be the preferred interface structure (see Fig. 5 ). The twin-transformation matrix was derived using the axial system shown in Fig The twin-transformation matrix A, defined by F" 7 . l=Alb l (11) Lc J may be obtained by solving (10) for the cell parameters, yielding the 3 x 3 matrix
Since magnetite twinning may occur on 011)M, (Ii I)M and (lli)M as well as (lll)M, it is convenient to introduce three further matrices B, C and D to distinguish these possibilities. Thus,
--
We have chosen the axial system so that
i.e. A=A-I=A r etc. so that parallel twinning regenerates the original indices.
Hematite rhombohedraltwin transformation matrices
The rhombohedral twin elements are K~ =(1012)n, r/l =['i014]n, K2=(1014)H and r/2=[1012]~ (Hennig-Michaeli, 1977) . The interface structure was derived by Bursill & Withers (1979b) and is reproduced in Fig. 7 . Fe atoms occupy tetrahedral sites at the (1012)H composition plane. The axial system used to derive the twin transformation matrix is indicated in Fig. 7 ; note that The triangles indicate the oxygen net at the interface. Primed and unprimed symbols indicate filled octahedral and tetrahedral sites above and below the interface respectively. These are related by the glide operation g, which produces only edge sharing of polyhedra across the interface. 
It is convenient to choose R = R-1 or R 2 = 1 so that the indices are regenerated by repeated twinning.
According to the point group of hematite (3m), there should be 12 symmetrically equivalent transformation matrices obtainable from (15) Hennig-Michaeli, 1977 and Withers, 1979b ). This will not produce new peaks in the pole figure since the hematite axes remain parallel.
Calculation of the (r,(o) coordinates of 400M pole-figure peaks

(a) Definition of coordinates and procedure
The pole figure is a stereographic projection representing all of the 400M orientations produced by the transformation of hematite to magnetite. It is convenient to use [111]M (or [00.1]n) as the projection axis. Thus, for orientation relation A there are six symmetrically equivalent peaks, at angular intervals of 60 ° (shown in Fig. 9a ). The (r, co) coordinates for the stereographic plot (see Kelly & Groves, 1970) expressed in terms of either hematite or magnetite indices. We chose to use the former since this is more convenient for rhombohedral twinning and recrystallization of the hematite is introduced. Thus, r = s tan q~/2, where s is a scale factor and q~ is obtained using the dot product. 
The first two simply involve repeated twinning of the magnetite and are straightforward. The third and fourth require rhombohedral twinning of the hematite prior to magnetite twinning and the last requires the hematite to recrystallize with orientation H' not parallel to the original hematite. This may be described as oriented recrystallization, since H' has a perfectly well-defined orientation relative to H. Further higherorder relations may be included in the calculated pole figure by continued use of the matrices MA, Ms, A, B, C, D, R, and their symmetry equivalents defined above.
Comparison with experimental pole figure
We refer to Figs. 1, 2, 3 Note the unlabelled pair of asymmetrically split peaks with mean coordinates (q~l = 24 "7°, col= 9.3 °) and (q~2=24.5 °, o92=12.6 °) for the stronger and weaker components respectively. Table 1 lists (¢p, co) values for split pairs in each sector. Becker, Heizmann & Baro's (1977) orientation C, with (ll3)MIl(00.1)n, would produce only a single peak having coordinates tp =29.5 ° and co=0.0 °. The split pair of peaks are repeated with trigonal rather than hexagonal symmetry, although the symmetry is not fully developed, in two sectors only one of the pair is resolved and in a third neither peak is observed. This lack of symmetry, when / Fig. 11 . A sector of the experimental pole figure, redrawn from Becker, Heizmann & Baro (1977) Fig. 3 
where the curly brackets and subscripts indicate that the matrices indicated may be substituted by symmetric equivalents in the case of {43-i} or by interfaces having physically distinct composition planes. The stere•gram so generated, assuming equal activation of all possibilities is given in Fig. 12 . Note that a large number of peaks are found with q) ~ 25.0 ° which is very close to the value observed for the split pairs. Table 2 gives details of the transformation matrices for the two sequences which give predicted peaks closest to the experimental values. The best fit is obtained for orientations obtained using MAC43MjlMB(100) which gives q9=24.9 °, o9=7.6 ° compared with ~b=24.54 ° and cb=ll.6 °. However, there is considerable uncertainty in the latter value (see errors in Table 1 ), so that the agreement is really quite good. We note that peaks should also occur at q~' = 65"2 °, o9' = 12"8 ° and tp" = 88.0 °, e)" = 18.2 °, since 010 and 001 reflections should also give peaks on the experimental pole figure. The first of these falls under the strong peak due to a B orientation (q9'=65.1 °, o9' =9.2 °) whereas the latter is outside the range of ~0 recorded (see Fig. 11 ). Orientations given by MAD4°Mj 1M~ (001) larger than the mean experimental values. Since the experimental peaks are broad then the possibility cannot be ruled out that this orientation contributes to the pole figure. We note that the radial diffractometer trace shown in Becker, Heizmann & Baro's (1977) Fig. 1 shows peaks at q~ 25 and 28 °, which is consistent with both the above orientation sequences being present.
Discussion
The Fig. 13 .) Finally, we require magnetite to grow off H' according to orientation B. The complete sequence is illustrated schematically in Fig. 14. Note that in order to generate all symmetrically equivalent peaks for the above quaternary sequence it is necessary to activate both ~ and fl interfaces for orientation A and all three possible interfaces for MA/MT. and all four non-zonal {111}M twin composition planes. Thus, it would not be surprising if the symmetry was lowered from hexagonal to trigonal. In fact, the latter is an approximation (see Table 1 ), some of the split peaks are not observed. In sector six neither split peak is observed. In addition, we note that the D orientation is also absent. This offers additional support for our interpretation since D is the first part of the quaternary sequence required to give the split peaks. It may be that the full symmetry of the pole figure would develop after extremely long periods of reduction. It is also likely that some other quaternary sequences are present in small amounts and longer counting times may be necessary to find weak or diffuse peaks.
At first sight complex orientation relationships as proposed above and represented by (20) appear unlikely, although they do offer a well-defined solution to the question of the origin of the split pairs. However, as discussed above, the first two interfaces are simply the well-understood A and D orientations and the last is just a B orientation. The only new feature is the inclusion of recrystallized hematite H' linking the A, D and B orientations. We suggest that multiple twinning of the magnetite reduces coherency strains set up by the primary A and B orientations. Similarly, we expect to find deformation twinning of hematite. This would be much easier to find using a (1-i02)H pole figure. We suggest that recrystallization of hematite also offers a mechanism for coherency strain release. The non-zonal nature of the interfaces in the sequences used to fit the split pairs are also consistent with minimization of strains. (This also implies minimum shape change, which will be important for low-temperature reductions. The relative intensity of the split pairs [Becker, Heizrnann & Baro (1977) , orientation C] and the D orientation peaks suggested that C is more frequent than D. The less complex D might be expected to be more frequent. However, we suggest that D is included in C and the latter offers greater strain release, which is consistent with it having the greater frequency. Note, however, that the orientation relationships established using texture goniometry represent the final or 'equilibrium' situation and do not necessarily determine the chronological or even the spatial sequences of interfaces. Some of the elements in a complex sequence may have very limited spatial extent. For example, M a and MT may become infinitesimal (even virtual) if H and H' form a relatively low-energy 'coincidence-site lattice'. Further analysis of this possibility will be postponed until we have made a much more thorough electron microscope study of the texture of hematite/magnetite. 
Conclusion
Transformation-induced orientation relationships, such as that represented by H/MA/MT/H', would perhaps be recognized as members of a more general class of twinning called transformation twinning, thus allowing for the second phase to act as intermediary in establishing the final orientation relationship between H and H'. The relationship must be described by a matrix transformation which includes one or more operations which are additional to the normal symmetry operations of the space group. The higher-order relationships required to interpret more completely the 400M pole figure are not predicted by simplistic topotaxic analysis. They follow naturally by systematic consideration of all possible sequences and the application of matrix transformation techniques. Pole figures can be quickly calculated and displayed using a computer.
So that all the orientation relationships may be detected it is necessary to record pole figures for all the phases involved in the transformation.
